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Abstract

Clinical presentations of Methamphetamine induced persistent psychosis and Schizophrenic disorders appear similar, causing diagnostic uncertainty and treatment difficulties. The two conditions differ in responses to introduction of anti-psychotic medicines, versus anti-seizure and anti-depressant medicines; they differ in responses to psychotherapy, and they differ in their prognoses. This article makes descriptive distinctions between the conditions that offer differential diagnoses, divergent treatment directions, and calls for future research.
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Introduction

Traditional theories of abnormal psychology generally consider schizophrenic disorders a unique and distinct group within the larger category of psychotic disorders. The DSM-5 APA [1], further distinguishes the various schizophrenic disorders from other psychotic conditions based largely on their most salient corresponding presentations. For example, schizophrenic disorder, paranoid type is primarily distinguished from other conditions within this group (or other disorders for that matter), by the presence of persistent paranoid thoughts and beliefs. These are usually accompanied by commensurate distrustful attitudes, anxious feelings, and defensive behaviors.

Over the years, numerous attempts at defining particular etiologies that could explain the emergence of these conditions, usually in late adolescence or early adulthood of lives of relatively small percent (estimates run between1%-3%) of humans failed to yield substantial results. Most researchers and practitioners nowadays commonly consider factors such as inherent biological “vulnerabilities” or “pre-dispositions” (such as having biological relatives with the disorder) and environmental stressors, which when combined in the life of individuals, could give rise and full expression to the schizophrenic disorder [2-4]. Not surprisingly though, the co-morbidity rates of Schizophrenia with substance-related disorders are also high, leading to potential problems with differential diagnosis [1].

What most professionals also seem to agree upon is that whatever the reason, the most critical elements in the biology of schizophrenic disorders is found in the malfunction of neural communication in the brain. Specifically, the malfunction seems to concentrate primarily in neurons whose communication is facilitated by the chemical neurotransmitter called Dopamine. While nerves that utilize Dopamine are involved in many cortical and sub-cortical mental activities, they seem to concentrate in communication of thinking, sensory, motor, and emotional mental processes. The malfunction of Dopamine nerve communication in schizophrenics appears to be rooted in the development of over-zealous activity of neurons which utilize Dopamine. This development in-turn, results in sensory, mental, and emotional activity which largely exceeds normal human experience [2,5].
The excess mental activity of Dopamine nerves is largely considered to be responsible for the primary symptoms of schizophrenic disorders involving hallucinations (internally generated sensory experiences which do not correspond to external reality); delusions (attitudes and beliefs that are grossly outside the human norm and which defy common sense); serious problems with thinking (difficulty in maintaining coherent sequence of speech and logical thinking), and movement disorders (either repetitive movements or lack of movement for extended periods of time). As such, these symptoms are regarded as “positive symptoms” in that they add to the normal mental activity of most humans, additional layers of sensory, mental, and emotional experiences that are excessive, grossly disruptive to the person’s normal mental activity, and severely disturbing to the individual [6].

Most persons diagnosed with schizophrenia this author interviewed over three decades of clinical work described their experiences with the disease as unsettling and terrifying. Many called their hallucinations “horrific nightmares” (because of the gross distortions of sensory experiences); their delusions “isolating” (because their beliefs others did not share), and their thinking problems “very frustrating” (because they impinged upon functioning and communication with others). Thus, the term of arts ascribed to these patients is accurate in that they indeed subjectively “suffer” from schizophrenia.

Not surprisingly though, these patients also develop “negative symptoms” involving largely reduction in what is considered “normal” mental, social, and intellectual activity. This phenomena is often described as diminished social interaction (for fear of rejection and ridicule, communicating in a monotone voice with little facial expression); concomitant depression (e.g., feeling inadequate or inferior to others, feeling sadness); motor inertness (difficulty in initiation and execution of daily activities), and diminished mental activity noted mostly in poverty of speech and rare engagement in voluntary thoughtful processes and problem solving [1,2].

Medicinal Treatment of Schizophrenic Disorders

Consequent to the aforementioned, most if not all of the anti-psychotic medicines that were developed over the years sought to address this precise effect. Namely, to counteract the abnormally active Dopamine-mediated neural paths in order to reduce the symptoms of psychosis. Not surprisingly, all medicines which reduce the activity of Dopamine-mediated neural paths in psychotic patients indeed manage to reduce the expression of “positive symptoms” of psychosis (i.e., hallucinations, delusions, thought disorder, movement disorder) along with other physical symptoms (e.g., loss of hair, loss of teeth, skin tissue deterioration, etc.). Unlike the case with schizophrenic disorders, “negative symptoms” of psychosis (e.g., social withdrawal, depression, etc.) do not seem apparent in the chronic Methamphetamine user who also displays “positive symptoms” of psychosis [1].

Methamphetamine Induced Persistent Psychosis

The presentation of Methamphetamine induced persistent psychosis tends to mimic the presentation of schizophrenic disorders in that the salient elements become evident after prolonged exposure to Methamphetamine. Characteristically, the chronic Methamphetamine user begins to display psychotic symptoms akin to the “positive symptoms” of psychosis (i.e., hallucinations, delusions, thought disorder) along with other physical symptoms (e.g., loss of hair, loss of teeth, skin tissue deterioration, etc.). Unlike the case with schizophrenic disorders, “negative symptoms” of psychosis (e.g., social withdrawal, depression, etc.) do not seem apparent in the chronic Methamphetamine user who also displays “positive symptoms” of psychosis [1].

The commonly held presumption about persons whose drug of choice is Methamphetamine is that underlying this choice of a stimulant is a psychological character makeup which naturally tends to depression and avoidance of problems. While the background narrative of how the person began to use the drug may involve other themes (e.g., the person was introduced to the drug in a party), the appeal of the stimulant is what sustains the use of the substance over time. Hence, the stimulant serves to both “medicate away” depressive feelings and to avoid dealing with problems that appear to the individual insurmountable, and therefore the use of Methamphetamine persists [2].

Most clinicians and researchers believe that the stimulating effects on the brain resulting from ongoing exposure to Methamphetamine are responsible for masking the depressing effects of the psychotic process. Others argue that the stimulating effects of Methamphetamine on the brain essentially prevent whatever “negative symptoms” of psychosis that may exist from becoming expressed altogether. Both these perspectives seem to be at least partially supported, and the substantiating evidence comes from clinical work with Methamphetamine addicts who by and large, admit that the use of a stimulant drug was initiated to “medicate away” impending depression. Hence, the chronic use of Methamphetamine is largely designed to ward off painful depressive feelings and devastating depressed mood, which also either masks or eliminates altogether these symptoms from the person’s presentation [1,3].

Thus, at first flush, the florid schizophrenic patient and the patient exhibiting Methamphetamine induced persistent psychosis appear to be the same. In both, the most prominent symptoms of psychosis are the positive kind, involving some combination variants.
of hallucinations, delusions, and severely disturbed thinking. These more obvious symptoms which are also more disruptive and requiring immediate attention and urgent interventions also mask the other, negative symptoms of psychosis that are lurking underneath the surface [8].

**Differences Emerge During Treatment**

The primary differences between the two conditions emerge during the course of treatment, which often involve a combination of psychiatric medicines prescribed in conjunction with psychotherapy or counseling. The psychiatric protocol usually calls for a dramatic intervention at the acute states of treatment with intra-muscular injections of a potent anti-psychotic agent (e.g., Haloperidol), which is then tapered off within a few days. Concurrent with tapering off first-line anti-psychotic medicine the protocol calls for the introduction of other, orally administered anti-psychotic medicines (e.g., Buspirone, Lamotrigine, Quetiapine, etc.). Simultaneously with the introduction of oral anti-psychotic medicines the treatment protocol ordinarily calls for psychological intervention in the form of intensive psychotherapy [7].

Patients who undergo some variation of this intervention protocol and who entered treatment for a psychotic disorder of a schizophrenic type will likely see improvement in the gradual and progressive diminution of “positive symptoms.” They will exhibit substantially lesser hallucinations, endorse lessened delusional beliefs, and their speech will evince greater clarity of thought and overall coherence. At the same time, these patients will become more receptive to psychological treatment vis-a-vis psychotherapeutic interventions. This will be evidenced in the persons’ expression of hope, the desire to effect changes in their lives and the wish to make changes to the ways in which they conduct themselves socially. The communication with caregivers will become more linear and coherent, and there would be a decreased need for speculation about the true intentions and/or needs of the patient [9].

Following an initial period of complete recovery, there would begin to emerge secondarily the “negative symptoms” of psychosis, involving lethargy, low mood, inertia, boredom, and general malaise. Those would be then addressed by second order psychiatric medicines of the anti-depressant and/or anti-convulsive types combined with psychological interventions focused on forestalling an impending depressive decline. Ordinarily this approach obtains the majority of the therapeutic goals which substantially diminish “positive symptoms” of psychosis and prevent a slip to depression and expression of secondary “negative symptoms” of psychosis [8].

**Methamphetamine Users’ Response to Medicinal Treatment**

The response of the person whose psychotic symptoms are largely believed to be induced by the long-term effects of chronic Methamphetamine use is of an entirely different trajectory. While the introduction of first line of anti-psychotic medicines produces characteristic heavy sedation in both populations, subsequent attempts to substantially reduce “positive symptoms” of psychosis in the stimulant induced condition is met with only mild or insignificant improvement. That means that the introduction of orally administered, second-order anti-psychotic medicines produces only small reduction of hallucinations, delusions, and problems with thinking in the Methamphetamine induced (hence, persistent) psychosis [3].

In many drug-addiction rehabilitative programs the common protocol following medical detoxification involves the introduction of anti-seizure medicines (most frequently Gabapentin or Topiramate) which seem to generally better dampen the emotional exuberance and mental disorganization left behind Methamphetamine chronic use. That is usually done because regular anti-psychotic medicines cannot temper the “positive symptoms” of psychosis of persons whose history involved regular use of Methamphetamine. It is important to note that the efficacy of anti-seizure medicines in reducing “positive symptoms” of psychosis is largely rated only to “just below tolerable” levels for the patient and for those in direct contact with them [10].

Concomitant with completion of medical detoxification, intensive psychological interventions in the form of psychotherapy and counseling are also called for in the common rehabilitative treatment protocols. These are largely directed at managing the urges to return to use stimulating drugs, and to learn to manage life under the new circumstances in the person’s life. These circumstances often entail ways to live with an irreversibly changed brain and seriously reduced mental faculties. For the person who is in rehabilitative treatment the choices are often unpalatable - either to live with diminished mental capacity or to continue to use drugs to avoid dealing with the devastation already wreaked upon the self. Hence, psychological treatments for persons who suffer from Methamphetamine induced persistent psychosis are only modestly successful in helping patients accept themselves in their new, lesser states and many revert back to previous drug user lifestyle [3,8].

Interestingly, psychiatric interventions with persons whose psychosis is believed to have been induced by chronic use of Methamphetamine tend to exhibit much less pronounced “negative symptoms” of psychosis. This may be attributable to the removal of or the reduction of anti-psychotic medicines which are suspect in increasing or facilitating the emergence of subsequent “negative symptoms” in the course of the treatment. This effect may also be attributable to generally better effects anti-seizure medicines commonly used in this protocol have in controlling depressive symptoms. This may be so because depressive symptoms closely resemble “negative symptoms” of psychosis and could be reduced by introduction of anti-seizure medicines [11].

**Explanations for the Difference in Response to Medicinal Intervention**

There are numerous theories attempting to explain the divergent responses to medicinal treatments that persons suffering from Methamphetamine induced persistent psychosis exhibit, and the poor prognosis for this group. They all seem to point at neuro-degeneration in the brains of persons chronically using...
Methamphetamine as the primary cause. Neuro-degeneration results from increased likelihood of mechanical injuries of persons under the influence of Methamphetamine which lead to traumatic brain injuries (TBI). Additionally, the physiological side-effects on the circulatory system of persons chronically using Methamphetamine often produce ischemic damage such as stroke and/or brain aneurism. Finally, the toxic effects that activate the brain of chronic Methamphetamine users is also implicated in brain-cell necrosis and degeneration rates much greater than typical for other central nervous system diseases (e.g., Alzheimer’s, Multiple Sclerosis, Parkinson’s, etc.) [10,11].

From a psychological perspective, persons who initially were attracted to use of stimulants such as Methamphetamine may have experienced unfavorable and otherwise depressing conditions in their lives. Consequently, the introduction of a powerful stimulant warded off any genuine feelings of depression and despair in response to the problems these patients were facing. By introducing a powerful stimulant however, these persons also robbed themselves of opportunities to learn to cope with and deal with the unfortunate circumstances of their lives. This, in turn, left them more psychologically vulnerable and less prepared to meet the challenges that they were facing compared to others with similar backgrounds. Thus, when temporarily weaned off the stimulant, former Methamphetamine users are now exposed afresh to all of the old dilemmas that they have been avoiding. Furthermore, facing these challenges head on without the adequate skills and coping devices usually make the recovery seem insurmountable, and the alternative to resume drug use much more appealing.

**Cannabis Use Complicates the Picture**

The concurrent use of Cannabis by many patients of both categories examined here (i.e., Methamphetamine users and non-users who are Schizophrenic) complicate the picture and make the distinction efforts more tenuous. This, because Cannabis has been found by numerous studies to be implicated in the occurrence of psychotic symptoms in persons that regularly use it [12,13]. In fact, studies indicate that the longer the use of Cannabis, the greater the likelihood for the development of a psychotic disorder [1,14]. Similarly, others found that the earlier in age the start of Cannabis use, the greater the likelihood for the development of a psychotic disorder [1,15]. And while others had found some evidence for curative effects of Cannabis use in psychotic patients [16], or general healing benefits to the central nervous system [17], the clinical picture remains inconclusive.

It is a known fact to most clinicians that many Methamphetamine users utilize Cannabis as a “control substance” (i.e., a substance which counteracts the effects of the substance they primarily use, to avoid undesirable effects). Typically, a Methamphetamine user has no idea about the concentration, purity, or dosage of the illicit substance they ingest, since it was manufactured under suspect conditions and without proper regulation or standards of any kind. Learning from experience, many Methamphetamine addicts quickly discovered that the drug they introduced into their body is sometimes much too strong and produces mostly unwanted effects (e.g., intense anxiety, paranoia, rage, intense fear, and physiological discomfort). In order to control the potential aversive effects of Methamphetamine use, most addicts resort to using Cannabis in conjunction with Methamphetamine as an “antidote,” for its calming, and anxiety reducing effects. Consequently, the psychotic symptoms observed in chronic Methamphetamine users could be resulting from the concurrent use of Cannabis, or from the mixing of the two drugs together, and not necessarily purely from the use of Methamphetamine [1].

Similarly, it also a known fact to many clinicians that persons who suffer from a Schizophrenic disorder also resort in large numbers to the use of Cannabis for relief form their condition. This, because the Schizophrenic disorder renders patients who suffer from it frequently besieged by frightening hallucinatory experiences that are disorienting and deeply upsetting (e.g., hearing a voice commanding the person to commit suicide). Additionally, patients who suffer from Schizophrenia often develop paranoid delusions which are also frightening and largely debilitating to the person (e.g., believing that the government is pursuing them). They too have therefore learned from experience to sooth and calm themselves with the use of Cannabis as an anti-anxiety agent of sorts. As one patient reported: “When I use Marijuana, I no longer hear my voices, which is all I want to be okay.” It is therefore possible that the treatment of persons diagnosed with Schizophrenic disorder may actually be treatment of a psychotic sequella to chronic Cannabis use, and not purely Schizophrenia [1].

**Summary of Potentials and Risks**

The dearest benefits from the ideographic distinction between Schizophrenic disorders and Methamphetamine induced persistent psychosis are in the differential diagnosis and divergent psychiatric and psychological treatment directions. A person who responds to the introduction of anti-psychotic medicines with a marked reduction in “positive symptoms” of psychosis would likely benefit from introduction of secondary anti-depressant agents and supportive psychotherapy. The treatment of this population would largely be directed to forestall future psychotic breaks and to maintain the best quality of life possible for the patient. This would be sought, through the patient’s acceptance of the Schizophrenic disorder diagnosis and subsequent long-term management with medicines and psychotherapy.

For the person whose response to the introduction of anti-psychotic medicines yielded only marginal improvements in the presentation of “positive symptoms” of psychosis, the better option is to then introduce combinations of anti-seizure and anti-depressant medicines. This would be then combined with psychological intervention primarily designed to help the patient maintain a drug-free lifestyle and to engage in rehabilitative efforts. These would likely focus on ameliorating the experience of depression and teaching social and living skills necessary for the patient to cope with their less than fortunate life circumstances. These efforts would be helped greatly by the patient’s acceptance...
of their condition being the result of addiction, with commensurate commitment to maintenance of a sober lifestyle.
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